Background: Field studies assessing biomechanical occupational exposures frequently utilize direct observation. PATH (Postures, Activities, Tools, and Handling) is a tool for systematically observing occupational exposures during noncyclic or long, irregular-cycle jobs. While PATH has been used in many studies, its statistical performance under different data collection strategies has not yet been investigated. The purpose of the current study was to examine this issue. Methods: Data from labourers performing the four tasks comprising a 'Jacking Pit Construction' operation was extracted from a previously collected data set. Using a probability based re-sampling bootstrap approach, categorical trunk posture exposure data was compared across nine simulated data collection strategies. Results/Conclusion: At the operational level, dispersion curves showed consistent trends of increased precision with increased sizes of the data set and curves tended to intersect at the expected value seen in the parent data set. At the task level, curves did not always follow the predicted pattern, highlighting the potential pitfalls of using PATH for infrequent tasks and the striking effect that individual workers can have on group exposure estimates of such tasks.
Introduction
Field assessment of biomechanical exposures during an occupational task often utilises direct observation of body postures, materials handling demands, and other ergonomic characteristics believed to be indicative of musculoskeletal disorder risks [3, 5, 10] . While observers' judgments may be less precise than instrumented measurements, they have the advantage of being able to characterize multiple exposure dimensions almost simultaneously, and likely at a lower cost, while interfering less in the work process under study [2, 4, 11, 12] .
One method for the systematic observation of occupational ergonomic exposures is PATH (Postures, Activities, Tools, and Handling). This tool was developed primarily for the exposure assessment of non-neutral postures and material handling characteristics in non-routinized occupations, i.e., those without short, regular work cycles [1] . Sampling using the PATH approach has mainly been done to obtain group-level data, for example, mean exposures by task and operations, both for descriptive purposes and in order to identify prioritized tasks for intervention [9] .
The PATH method has been shown to be both reproducible, given adequate observer training [7] , and valid, when compared to results from studies using a bioinstrumentation approach [6, 8] . Further, in a recent review of observational exposure assessment methods, Takala and co-workers [10] rated PATH as a "thoroughly developed" method with a "systematic and well-designed sampling approach". Thus, previous PATH studies do offer the user some decision support as to the performance of the method in dif- Still, PATH shares the draw-back of most, if not all, observational methods [10] : it does not provide guidance on how to assess the statistical quality of an exposure sample, let alone advice on the number of samples required to obtain sufficient certainty for a specific purpose. This is a serious concern, since an appropriate sampling strategy with known performance is, arguably, at least as important for the interpretation of the resulting exposure data as the quality of the measurement method itself.
The present study used a probabilistic re-sampling approach to examine the statistical performance of PATH under a series of simulated data collection strategies.
Methods
This study utilized a sub-set of data from a parent data set collected over a ten-year period during a large construction project in Massachusetts. From the nine operations originally observed, the Jacking Pit Construction operation, performed by the trade group labourers was used in the current study. This operation was selected since it offered a high number of samples (over 3000 observations), and it included several work tasks within the operation, each with minimal specialization required of workers performing the tasks. The tasks involved in the operation were: (1) top work, (2) construction pit wall construction, (3) manual excavation and (4) other miscellaneous work. Only data from workers with a minimum of 40 observations was utilized in the simulations, which resulted in a data set of 3103 observations from 10 workers. PATH samples were collected at one-minute intervals on workers who were randomly selected (with replacement) for observation from the crew of workers performing the same operation. Thus, on each observation day, all workers within a team who had given informed consent had equal probability of being observed. At the moment of collection, each observation included: task and activity being performed; trunk, shoulder and leg postures; weight in hands if handling any material; and, which tool or material was in use [1] . Each construction team was observed over a period of 3 to 14 days, at 3 to 6 hours per day [9] . For the present paper, the primary exposure of interest was trunk posture, collected as a categorical variable with four divisions: neutral (less than 20° flexion), mild flexion (between 20° and 45°), Overall variance among subjects in EXP (includes variance between and within subjects)
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To investigate the statistical performance of PATH, nine data collection strategies were simulated ranging from 300 to 4500 PATH samples, i.e. simulating data sets ranging from 5 to 75 hours (samples taken on one minute intervals). For each data collection strategy, 5000 simulated data sets were generated using a probability based (weighted) resampling procedure with the following algorithm: (i) a worker was randomly selected from the group of all workers; (ii) a task was determined for that worker using weighted sample randomization based on the probability in the parent data set of that worker performing each of the possible tasks; and (iii) an exposure for that worker performing that task was determined using weighted sample randomization based on the probability in the parent data set of the worker experiencing each of the possible exposure levels when performing that specific task. Table 1 Outcome variables calculated for each simulated data set. , Fig. 1 : Cumulative probability by sampling strategies for EXP. Dashed vertical line shows expected value from parent data set.
Results
At the operation level, dispersion curves showed consistent trends of increased precision with increased size (length) of the data set ( figure 1 ). Dispersion curves tended to intersect at the 'true' value from the parent data set. One exception was data from the one-day data collection strategy, which was often shifted with respect to the other curves. With small samples, dispersion curves for variability data (s 2 BS* ) were also biased, showing a shift with respect to the 'true' values as a result of the within-subject variability.
At the task level, the dispersion curves were less predictable and curves from different sampling strategies did not always hold the same basic shape.
Discussion
The difference in curves at the operation and task levels highlights the potential pitfalls of characterizing infrequent tasks and the striking effect that individual workers can have on group exposure estimates of such tasks. A considerably larger PATH data set is needed if exposures are to be addressed with confidence at a task level than if operations are the level of interest. Cumulative Probability 300 600 900 1200 1500 1800 3000 3600 4500
